
Logo Introduction 

The standard size of a logo depends on the platform you’re uploading it to. For example, a 
YouTube profile photo is 800 pixels x 800 pixels, whereas a logo for a website or email 
signature usually has a maximum height of 100 pixels. Having easy-to-resize PNG files will 
help you adapt your logo accordingly. 

When posting on social, it’s best to use PNG files, Try not to use a JPEG since when resizing 
these images they can turn pixelated (meaning fuzzy)  

We recommend you use a PNG file because it has a transparent background and maintains 
the original quality clear image. 

Here are some basic logo tips you should know 

Logos are measured in pixels, which means you’ll often see them referred to in dimensions 
like 500px by 500px. Pixels = dimensions, whereas bytes (KB/MB/GB) = the file size. 

Horizontal, vertical, and square versions of your logo are good to have. These variations 
allow you to place your logo wherever you see fit; for example, a billboard, backdrop, 
website, business card, or T-shirt. 

The NAPO brand guidelines document outlines where and how a logo can be displayed, and 
at what file dimensions. This allows your brand to remain consistent across all 
communications.  

This brand guideline can be shared externally if you are for example working with a 
designer on your website or marketing collateral. This is the official document created by 
NAPO HQ. 

https://higherlogicdownload.s3.amazonaws.com/PONETWORK/c1755ded-ab41-45c7-a13b-abb329dfe7d7/UploadedImages/NAPO_Brand_Guidelines_092019.pdf


How to Resize your Logo with Paint on a PC 

1. Right-click your logo file
2. Select open with
3. Click Paint (this program comes pre-installed with Windows)
4. Click resize
5. Make sure “maintain aspect ratio” is checked
6. Click type in new numbers next to “Horizontal” or “Vertical”(either a percentage amount or
pixel number)
7. Click Ok
8. Resave your file with a different file name than the original



How to Resize Your Logo with Preview on a Mac 

1. Open your image (right click or CTRL and click)
2. Choose open with preview
3. Resize (Smaller Only - Never Resize to Make Bigger).
4. Choose tools and adjust size
5. Make sure to click scale proportionally and resample image as shown below
6. Switch to pixels
7. Enter horizontal or vertical size (the other side will self adjust)
8. Resave your file with a different file name than the original




